
BAC KG ROUND TO THE SEMINA R

The European Commission Childcare Network was established as part of the EC Second Equal Opportunities

Programme; it consists of an expert from each member State and a Co-ordinator. In 1988, it produced a

major report on childcare policies and services throughout the European Community – Childcare and

Equality of Opportunity. As part of its continuing work, the Network has been funded by the Commission

to organise four technical seminars on priority issues - rural families, childcare workers with young children,

quality services and men as carers of young children. The specific objective of these seminars is to make rec-

ommendations for action for the Commission to consider in preparing (i) the European Community’s Third

Equal Opportunities Programme, which begins in 1991;and (ii) a Recommendation on Childcare,which will

form part of the Action Programme to implement the Social Charter.

Whilst the Network has been established as part of an Equal Opportunities Programme, and retains a

strong commitment to supporting equal treatment for women in employment, it has emphasised that the

needs and interests of children must also be a major concern; it is not enough just to provide places to park

children while their parents go out to work. However, the Network has not seen the two interests of women

and equal opportunities, and of children - as in opposition. Both can be met and are indeed inter-depend-

ent, since services that are adequate in quantity but poor in quality will be a major obstacle to employment

for many women – without access to good quality services, women will only use services as a last resort.

In its 1988 Report, the Network concluded that childcare services must be of good quality as well as

sufficient quantity. It distinguished between the setting of minimum standards, which was necessary to pro-

tect children and childcare workers from harm and exploitation,and quality – “while the setting of standards

is a necessary part of the regulation of services,they do not guarantee good quality”. It also concluded that in

general “services have failed to tackle the issue of quality”and that “work is urgently needed to define,mon-

itor, develop and maintain quality”.

Three other relevant points were emphasised in the Report:

“(Achieving quality) will be a major undertaking. The issues involved are as complex,in their own way,

as those facing high technology industries, and need to be tackled with the same sort of input of

resources and the same sort of priority. An enormous amount of work needs to be done….

Quality is an issue that applies not only to individual childcare services, but also to the overall child-

care system…it is important to look at the whole as well as its parts and to invest in quality (at both

levels)….

Until publicly funded childcare services are available to all parents who want them, services that are not

publicly-funded should be offered the opportunity to participate in the general system of quality con-

trol and development”.
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Paper 1

Quality in Childcare Services



THE SEMINAR PROGRAMME AND THE PREPA R ATION OF THIS

R E P O R T

The seminar on quality in childcare services was held in Barcelona and organised by the Spanish representa-

tive on the Childcare Network, Irene Balageur, and the Network co-ordinator, Peter Moss. The seminar had

31 participants,drawn from all Member States,and including eight members of the Childcare Network;a full

list of participants is provided in Appendix 1.

The seminar was organised around two keynote pap ers. These papers were jointly written by Irene

Balageur, Head of Pre-school services in Barcelona,and Helen Penn, formerly Head of Pre-school services in

Strathclyde Regional Council in Scotland,in consultation with Spanish and British colleagues. The first paper

was concerned with defining quality, while the second considered actions which could be taken at different

levels of government to assure services of good quality. Most of the seminar was organised to discuss these

two papers, mainly in small working groups. Discussants for the first paper were Liliane Perier (France) and

Patrizia Ghedini (Italy). As an introduction to the second paper, Marta Mata, Chair of the Education

Committee in Barcelona, described the current reform of the Spanish education system, which provided an

example of an action by Central Government intended to improve quality of services. In the reform, the age

group 0-6 was recognised as the first stage of the education system, with services organised into two cycles –

0-3 and 3-6 and becoming the responsibility of education authorities.

In addition, one session in the seminar was allocated to a preliminary discussion on the wider issue of

quality of childhood. For this session,a keynote paper was prepared by Monika Jaeckel (Germany), with Ole

Langsted (Denmark) as discussant.

The final conclusions and recommendations presented below have been prepared by the Network

members who attended the seminar – Irene Balageur (Spain), Marie Louise Carels (Belgium), Bronwen

Cohen (UK), Patrizia Ghedini (Italy), Monika Jaeckel (Germany), Anne McKenna (Ireland), Peter Moss (Co-

ordinator) and Eduarda Ramirez (Portugal). In making this report,the Network members have drawn heav-

ily on the seminar discussions and the conclusions of the working groups.

Given the difficult nature of the subject, there was an encouraging level of agreement on many points.

There were however disagreements, and these are referred to in the Conclusions. In general, disagreements

did not follow North v South lines; the main keynote papers were examples of collaboration between

Northern and Southern Europe, and there were other examples during the seminar of perspectives shared

between North and South. If there was any pattern to the disagreements, it was a tendency for the partici-

pants from one Member State to have rather different perspectives on several key issues.

The fact there was some disagreement was not only to be expected but also to be welcomed. An essen-

tial part of the process o f developing a truly European community involves dialogue and the exchange of

ideas. As a result of this process,all of us in Europe will learn more about what we share in common and what

are the main differences between us. There is a richness in diversity; we can all gain from exploring, under-

standing and respecting different perspectives.
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THE KEYNOTE PAPERS (SEE APPENDIX 2 FOR THE FULL TEXTS )

Because the papers by Irene Balageur and Helen Penn played such a central role in the seminar, a brief sum-

mary of their main points is necessary.

The first paper, on defining quality, emphasised a number of points by way of introduction:

1. “Defining quality is an inherently value-based exercise. This means there will never be a total consen-

sus. The aim of the paper is to explore to what extent there may be a ‘core’ area of shared values and

actions arising from them, where consensus or near consensus may be achieved”.

2. “There are three major perspectives in looking at quality: that of the children themselves; the views of

parents and families; and the perspectives of the professionals directly or indirectly looking after chil-

dren…Parents are not  a homogeneous group…Professionals by virtue of their training tend to hold

more similar views amongst themselves but may also differ amongst themselves”.

3. “Any definition of quality is to an extent transitory; understanding quality and arriving at quality indi-

cators is a dynamic and continuous process…It is not a prescriptive exercise.”

The paper sought to define quality on the basis of the needs of children, which in turn were drawn from

the authors’ own beliefs about children’s rights. These included the right of the child to:

• a healthy life;

• spontaneous expression;

• be esteemed as an individual;

• dignity and autonomy;

• self-confidence and zest in learning;

• a stable learning and caring environment;

• sociability, friendship and co-operation with others;

• equal opportunities irrespective of race, gender and disability;

• cultural diversity;

• be part of a family and community.

The heart of the paper was the outlining of 10 areas or parameters each of which needed to be consid-

ered in discussing quality and assessing the quality of a service. Within each area, a number of indicators

were proposed. These indicators were presented as a series of questions. For example, in the area or param-

eter of Environment, indicators included Are the surroundings inside and outside safe?, Is there access for

children or adults with disabilities? These parameters and indicators provided a framework within which

more specific criteria and checklists could be developed (for example, developing an operational definition

of a ‘safe’ environment); the process of arriving at suitable criteria was seen as an active process of debate and

discussion with all those involved. Alternatively, without further elaboration,the framework could provide a

useful guide to looking at services, providing an aide memoire of items to be considered.

The ten areas or parameters were:

1. Ease of Access and flexibility of Usage;

2. Physical Environment, and in particular the extent to which it promotes health and safety, aesthetic and

intellectual pleasure and stimulation;
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3. Range of Learning Activities;

4. Relationships, between children, between children and workers and between workers;

5. Role of Parents, and in particular the ways in which their views are understood and reflected;

6. The extent to which the service was part of the Local Community;

7. Valuing the Diversity of children, particularly in relation to race, gender and disability;

8. Assessment and review of children and their progress, and the availability of special help;

9. Cost benefits and financial control (good value for money);

10. Ethos, and the coherence of all aspects of the service.

The second paper attempted to provide an analysis of actions by Government at different levels that

were needed to ensure services were of high quality; and that children had equal access to high quality serv-

ices. It was recognised that the appropriate level of Government to take a particular action might vary

between Member States. In general, at a central government level the requirements for quality assurance of

services were defined as:

1. a coherent and co-ordinated approach to services;

2. a clearly stated policy, including clear objectives;

3. an appropriate legislative framework;

4. adequate investment of resources;

5. planning, monitoring and research;

6. training for all workers.

At a local or regional level, the following requirements were defined:

1. coherence and co-ordination in the running of services;

2. a clearly stated policy covering aims, objectives and levels of provision;

3. development plans drawn up after close consultation with all interested parties;

4. adequate resourcing;

5. planning and monitoring at local level;

6. a structure of advice and support to promote and maintain quality;

7. organisation and regulation of staffing;

8. research and development.

As the above list illustrates, the role of government at national and regional/local levels are closely con-

nected and complementary; regional and local government will often be responsible for ensuring the inter-

pretation and implementation of national policy in a way that is appropriate to local needs and circum-

stances. It should also be emphasised that because government has responsibility for action does not mean

that government necessarily has to be the agent for taking action. Responsibility implies that government

should ensure that action is taken; the question of which agency is most appropriate to take action is a sepa-

rate issue.
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CO NC LU S I O N S

1. Th ere was com p l ete agreem ent on the need to en su re good qu a l i ty servi ces and to en su re equal acce s s

for all ch i l d ren to these servi ce s; qu a l i ty a n d access must go toget h er. This gen eral obj ective ,h owever, i s

com p a ti ble with divers i ty of s ervi ce s , in wh i ch parents have ch oi ce bet ween different types of s ervi ce .

2. The seminar did not produce an agreed definition of quality, and indeed this was never a realistic objec-

tive. Defining quality, and developing services that are of good quality, is a long-term process. The

process itself is important; it provides an opportunity for different individuals and interest groups to

exchange ideas and perspectives, to gain new insights and understanding and to identify shared views

and areas of legitimate difference.

The important issue therefore is to ensure that the process of exploring quality – what it means and

how to achieve it – is actively encouraged and pursued at all levels of the Community, from the Europe-wide

level to the level of individual services; and that all Member States are committed to developing definitions

of quality and actions to promote quality.

Finally it should be emphasised that ‘quality’use a dynamic and subjective concept, because it is value-

based and European societies are pluralistic and constantly evolving; concepts of quality therefore will var y

between different groups and over time according to the values that are held and the priority given to par-

ticular values. A major challenge is to develop concepts and definitions of quality; backed by actions to pro-

mote good quality, that are consistent with diverse values in plural societies and diversity of services. At the

same time, exploration of concepts of quality may also show that a high degree of consensus exists on certain

values, allowing a high degree of agreement on certain features of quality combined with diversity of views

on other features.

3. There was a high level of agreement that the 10 areas or parameters of quality were very useful and

could make a valuable contribution to the process of discussion about quality; that this degree of

agreement existed was a very important conclusion. The parameters emphasised the wide range of

issues that might be taken into account in considering quality. They encouraged a broad and discrim-

inating approach to assessing quality which recognised that a service might have strengths in some

areas and weaknesses in others.

Discussions during the seminar suggested ways in which some of the parameters could be further

developed, and two other parameters were proposed to be added to the ten presented in the first keynote

p a per - child happiness or sati s f acti on ; and the advoc acy functi on of ch i l dc a re servi ces in the improvem ent of

the quality of life for children.A third area was also raised by some participants, covering childcare workers.

The set of parameters might be useful not only for stimulating debate about quality, but as a practical

method for helping people to review specific services. They could be applied to a wide range of services and

could be used by a wide range of groups (parents, workers, managers etc.). In this case, however, it was

emphasised that the parameters should not be used in a punitive or prescriptive way, but as a sensitive and

constructive tool for developing and improving quality. They should be applied flexibly, to reflect the values

and priorities of the group using them, who could give particular weight to the parameters they felt to be

most important;in other words,the importance attached to each parameter could and should be determined

in each individual case, rather than equal significance being attached to each parameter.
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4. A second approach to the issue of quality was emphasised by some participants – a focus on children’s

development and the definition of conditionsin childcare settings which are most likely to foster devel-

opment. There is already a substantial body of research which has begun to identify such conditions.

However it needs to be recogn i s ed that this approach is va lu e - b a s ed , and that it takes a rel a tively narrow,

a l beit import a n t , pers pective ; it does not ad d ress many of the areas covered by the para m eters of qu a l i ty intro-

du ced in the first key n o te paper. Th ere seems no re a s on why both approaches – and indeed other approaches –

should not be con s i dered in the process of defining qu a l i ty and how best to prom o te good qu a l i ty.

5. While there was considerable agreement on the value of the 10 quality areas in the first keynote paper,

there was less agreement over the attempt in the paper to base these quality areas on the rights of the

child. Some participants agreed with this approach, wishing to place emphasis on the rights of the

child. Others has reservations. Many felt that the subject of rights required much more discussion,

which would need to consider how the list put forward in the paper related to other attempts to define

the rights of children (for example, by the United Nations). Others felt the list combined very concrete

and very abstract propositions. There was also a view that any definition of quality based on rights

would need to take account of the rights of other groups, for example of women,parents, workers.One

participant commented that children and parents could not be considered separately.

The problems encountered with the approach taken in the keynote paper should not distract attention

from the need to undertake more work on the value-bases on which definitions of quality can be developed;

the development of a value-base from a concept of rights should be one option to be examined as part of that

work. The work on value-bases needs to be part of the process of defining quality which is so necessary. While

the means to achieve quality may be essentially a technical question,the definition of quality can never be -

it must always be a political question, using that term in its broadest and most positive sense.

6. There was total agreement that childcare services were a public issue and that governments (national,

regional and local) have a major responsibility for childcare services – not necessarily to provide serv-

ices directly, but to ensure adequate resources and other conditions to ensure equal access to good qual-

ity provision.

7. In general, there was ag reement that governments needed to ensure action to promote quality and in

the areas outlined in the second part of the paper, for example a coherent and co-ordinated approach,

clear policy statements,legislative frameworks, providing and allocating resources, planning and mon-

itoring, advice and support,staffing and training. Which level of government had responsibility for dif-

ferent actions might vary between countries. It was also emphasised that government responsibility was

to ensure that action was taken in relevant areas, and not necessarily to take the action itself; govern-

ment’s task was to guarantee quality services (and equal access by all children to these services) and to

see that whatever action was needed to achieve this objective was taken.

There was however some concern expressed from the participants from one country. They felt the

paper was based on an over-centralised view, and that solutions needed to be sought which were highly

decentralised and gave much greater control and power to grass-roots and particularly to parents. There was

a fear and distrust of government, at whatever level, including the dangers of bureaucracy and the imposi-
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tion of a conformity which would halt any attempt to develop diverse services that were responsive to par-

ents’ wishes. The main role of government was to provide the resources to enable parent and other commu-

nity groups to develop their own solutions, and not to impose conditions and standards on these initiatives.

While recognising the importance of parents,other participants questioned giving such prominence to

this group. They argued that the needs of children cannot only be defined by parents, and that other groups

had a substantial interest in services.

While noting this important area o f disagreement, the main conclusion would be that there needs to

be a process in each Member State involving the development of a programme of action to promote and sup-

port quality in services, and that government at all levels has a basic responsibility to ensure that such a pro-

gramme is developed and implemented.

8. The session on quality of childhood was very important, if far too short. The keynote paper provided

a critique of the present situation of children in Germany, which emphasised a number of negative fea-

tures – for example,the exclusion of children from adult and public life,the increasing isolation of chil-

dren and the constraints on their mobility, and a general hostility towards children in social structures.

The discussant to the paper took a rather more positive view, based on the position in Denmark. He

argued that there were signs of a long-term trend towards the humanisation of childhood – though he

also agreed that there were areas where society gave very low priority to children, for example with

respect to parents’ working hours, traffic, inadequate planning, lack of childcare services etc.

The initial discussion on childhood emphasised the need for more work on this important subject.

Further analysis is needed on childhood in different parts of Europe and on how to promote a child-orient-

ed Europe. This in turn relates to the earlier discussion about the rights of children – what sort of quality of

life, what sort of experiences, what sort of environment do children have the right to expect,not only to max-

imise their future development but also as citizens of Europe?

Discussion of childcare services and of quality in these services, can best occur in the context of a dis-

cussion about quality of childhood (and in the context of other discussions such as equality of opportunity).

This approach would emphasise the need to develop services that are available to all children, and not just

think narrowly in terms of services for children with employed parents. It would emphasise that the ration-

ale for services relates to the needs of children as well as equality of opportunity – a rationale that increases

the case for more and better services for children, to meet a variety of child and parent needs.

9. The exch a n ge of ideas and ex peri en ce has a vital role to play in the process of defining qu a l i ty and devel-

oping acti on to prom o te qu a l i ty. Su ch exch a n ges can help to devel op con cept s , i den tify areas of s i m i-

l a ri ty and differen ce and dissem i n a te knowl ed ge and ex peri en ce from cen tres of excell en ce , for ex a m-

ple in each of the areas or para m eters of qu a l i ty and in different types of acti on to prom o te qu a l i ty.

10. There was some disagreement about the usefulness of developing minimum standards,which might be

regarded as protecting children against harm or providing a ‘bottom line’ below which any talk of qual-

ity was impossible. Some expressed concern that such standards might be trivial compared to the com-

plexity and scope of conditions needed to ensure good quality; might be too mechanistic or rigid to be

useful; or might distract attention from the more important issue of promoting quality, for example by

becoming the only or main objective of government. Other participants felt that some ‘bottom line’ was

important, either as a first step to better quality or to ensure some control over services receiving pub-
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lic funding; for example, if the EC St ructural Funds were to be used to develop services, as advocated

by the Network,then some conditions should be attached to services receiving this type of finance.

On balance, therefore, a short-term exercise to establish minimum standards would be useful in

Member States (where this has not already been done) and also by the EC to provide guidance on the use of

Structural Funding.



R E CO M M E N DATIONS FROM THE NET WORK MEMBERS AT THE

S E M I NA R

1. TO THE CO M M I S S I O N

1. There should be a Directive on Childcare Services, setting as a general objective equal access for all chil-

dren to good quality se rvices. The Directive should require Member States to develop – over the next

five years – a definition of ‘good quality’applicable to all forms of services; and a strategy for promot-

ing quality. This strategy should include the development of a system of monitoring which would

enable Member States to report on progress in achieving the general objective.

In arriving at a definition of quality, and in developing an action strategy, there should be a process of

widespread consultation and discussion with all groups involved. Definitions of quality should be consistent

with and recognise the importance of diversity, both among families needing services and different types of

services.

2. The Commission should support the process of developing definitions of good quality through fund-

ing the translation, printing and distribution of a revised version of the parameters of quality from the

first keynote paper. The authors of the paper should be asked to make revisions in the light of com-

ments made at the seminar and by other members of the Network.1

3. The Commission should further support the process of developing definitions of good quality and pro-

grammes of action to promote good quality by funding a programme of work to encourage an

exchange of ideas and experience. This programme would include a number of European seminars;

visits and exchanges; and the production of documents. A specific project would be a seminar to dis-

cuss reaction from Member States to the revised version of the quality parameters.

Specifically, there should be two European conferences to discuss (i) definitions of quality; and (ii)

action to promote quality. These should take place in 1993 and 1994 and provide an opportunity to review,

and exchange information about, what action is being taken in Member States in each of these areas – in

other words, they should provide a progress report on the process of developing work on quality.

4. The Commission should produce,as a matter of priority, standards for childcare services to be applied

in funding childcare services or related projects (for example, staff training) through the Structural

Funds.

5. The Commission should fund a European Conference to examine the quality of childhood in the

Community, to discuss ways of making European society more child-oriented and to improve in other

ways the quality of life of children in Europe. The conference should be asked to make recommenda-

tions for further action to the Commission.
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2. TO MEMBER STAT E S

1. Member States should make a clear commitment, as a policy objective, to develop services to ensure

that all children have equal access to good quality services within a specified time-span of between 5

and 10 years. This commitment should recognise that there is a public responsibility for childcare serv-

ices and to ensure the attainment of the policy objective. In making their commitment, Member States

should also make it clear that this is consistent with diversity in provision and recognising diversity

among families in needs and circumstances.

2. Member States should initiate a process of developing a definition of good quality and a strategy for

promoting quality in services. This process should be publicly funded and involve wide consultation

and discussion . It should be com p l eted within a five year peri od ,t h o u gh being su bj ect to regular revi ew.

3. Member States should support work on the quality of childhood in their societies, including discussion

about what a good quality of childhood should involve, an examination of the current situation for all

children and what action should be taken to achieve a good quality of childhood.
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Q UA L I TY IN PRE-SCHOOL SERV I C E S

Irene Balageur, Patronat Municipal de Guarderies, Ajuntament de Barcelona, Spain; and Helen Penn,

Strathclyde Regional Council, UK

GENERAL INTRO D U C T I O N

Two papers are being presented which address the question of whether there are recognisable indicators of

“quality”in pre-school services, and if so, how can they be promoted?

Defining quality is an inherently value-based exercise. This means there will never be a total consensus.

The aim of the two papers is to explore to what extent there may be a “core” area of shared values and actions

arising from them, where consensus or near consensus may be achieved.

Any examination of systems of pre-school services within individual Member States, as well as across

Member States, reveals wide differences in levels of provision,and wide differences in the aims and intentions

of those providing the services.

Typically there are divisions between under threes and over threes; between health orientated systems

of care, and learning orientated systems of education; between the need to target scarce resources, and the

need to provide a universal or non-stigmatising service; between state control and private responsibility;

between professionalisation and local control. And so on. Pre-school services show an extreme diversity. This

diversity is at its most marked in Britain, but other member states also have to address issues of fragmenta-

tion and lack of coherence of services.

These administrative and structural divisions reflect differences in values. What do we believe young

children can do? What kind of children do we want? What kind of skills and aptitudes do we want to encour-

age? Who holds the responsibility for encouraging them? Developmental psychology gives us clues, but these

questions are essentially political and cultural (1).

Does the diversity of European culture mean that such differences are inevitable? Or even if the values

which are emphasised in a particular setting vary considerably, are there common parameters which are

acceptable to those organising the services,those working in the services,and those using the services? If these

parameters exist,how should services be monitored and regulated to operate within those parameters?

The levels of provision which are available vary considerably, and therefore children’s access to pre-

school services is unequal. And the services themselves vary, so that even children who do gain access have

very unequal kinds of experiences. Should this inequality be tolerated? It would for instance be unacceptable

in mainstream education where a minimum level of education is the right of every child. What is that mini-

mum for pre-school services? Should we set targets and objectives? Should we spell out what we consider is

good, and outline strategies to achieve it?
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We have assumed that there are certain basic values about looking after children,and that there are cer-

tain basic steps which government at national and local level can undertake to ensure a minimum level of

quality services. We also assume that diversity of services is not an advantage if it implies that some children

fare less well than others; or conversely that centrality and universality of provision is not acceptable if it

implies that the system cannot offer flexibility and choice.

Paper One looks at the idea of quality at the level of the nursery or childcare setting and the daily expe-

riences of the children who attend. Who decides what is good practice,and what is good quality care?

Paper Two examines the idea of quality assurance at local and national government levels.

Both papers consider the idea of quality and quality assurance in relation to the private and voluntary

sector as well as to the public sector, since the reality is that for most under-twos, and frequently for over-

twos, daycare services are located in this private and voluntary sector.

The ideas discussed in the two papers arose in the first instance out of daily practice. Within Barcelona

and within Strathclyde we have been engaged in a struggle to articulate and define the aims and objectives of

the services we run, to develop and to improve them,and to monitor and regulate the outcome. The ideas we

present are those which have then tested out in other local and national forums in our respective countries.

In both Barcelona and Strathclyde, we are attempting to provide a coherent service within an educa-

tion department. However, in Barcelona, developments are being carried out in a supportive national frame-

work, where the government nationally contributes legislatively and financially to underwrite reforms, and

regards developments in Barcelona as a helpful model. In Strathclyde developments are being carried out in

the absence of a coherent government position. Generally the British Government believes in a free market

philosophy and holds that most state control is wrong. Their view is that the private market should be

encouraged to provide all necessary services. Therefore Strathclyde’s developments have had a relatively hos-

tile reception. The service base is low, new money is not forthcoming, and the legislative framework inhibits

new initiatives.

Nevertheless, despite these differences, and linguistic and cultural differences, we have found it possi-

ble to arrive at a common view of quality and quality assurance.

The papers draw on the experiences of two non-EC members, both of whom have made considerable

attempts to develop and co-ordinate provision, Sweden and New Zealand (2, 3). In Sweden the emphasis has

been on state funded publicly provided services. In New Zealand the emphasis has been on stated funded vol-

untary provided services. In both cases all pre-school services have been integrated into one department at

all levels. In Sweden it is Social Services which is the lead Ministry. In New Zealand it is Education.

The Swedish report “Good Daycare for Small Children” is one of the few attempts to comprehensively

address the issue of quality in pre-school services, and outline strategies for action to achieve it. The report

makes interesting suggestions which will be discussed in the papers. However, one of the main points of the

report is that no matter how good a nursery, it will reflect the conditions existing in the society as a whole.

The extent to which pre-school services are reflective of the communities they serve will be discussed in a sep-

arate paper to be presented during the seminar. In our two papers we focus on pre-school services, but note

that our perspective is part of a wider debate about children, about the care and attention with which they

are regarded, and the status which they command in society.

R E F E R E N C E S

1. Kagan, J., The Nature of the Child. Basic Books. New York, 1984.

2. Ministry of Health and Social Affairs, Sweden. Good Daycare for Small Children. 1981.

3. Ministry of Education, New Zealand. Before Five. 1989.
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PAPER ONE

DEFINING QUA L I T Y: the daily experiences of children in preschool services and the

factors which influence them

There are three major perspectives in looking at quality: that of the children themselves;the views of parents

and family; and the perspective of the professionals directly or indirectly looking after the children. The per-

spective of the children can only be inferred from observation and measures of outcome. As Kagan states:‘the

behaviour of infants is essentially ambiguous’. Although there may be gross indicators of distress or pleasure,

for very young children, at least,mood or volition has to be guessed.

Parents are men and women who are bringing up children. Although they may have common interests,

they are not a homogeneous group, but are as individual as their children.A parent may have different crite-

ria from professionals. For example,she may consider maintaining family income as a priority for family sta-

bility, and therefore seek daycare – whereas professionals may argue that other forms of care are more appro-

priate for her child. Parents from a black community may feel strongly that white professionals do not fully

understand the pressures and oppressions that their children experience.A parent might have a decided view

about gender – about the right way to bring up boys and girls – which conflicts with professional opinion.

There may be differences about discipline and if and how children should be punished. Professionals some-

times argue that by virtue of their training and experience they have the best interests of the child at heart,

and are in a better position to judge than parents what is best.

Professionals by virtue of that training tend to hold more similar views amongst themselves.

Professional groups who are organised into associations or unions are in a position to present their views

with more authority or influence. But they may also differ amongst themselves, according to whether they are

committed to an educational approach or a health and care approach, or whether they are researchers or grass

roots practitioners. The lack of coherence in services is often reflected in the different perceptions of differ-

ent professional groups.

Any definition of quality is to an extent transitory; understanding of quality and arriving at quality

indicators is a dynamic and continuous process of reconciling the emphases of different interest groups. It is

not a prescriptive exercise.On the other hand it needs to be a detailed exercise which is of direct practical use

to those working with young children.

How do we view children? What kind of expectations do we hold? What kind of children do we want?

Assumptions about what children need and how adults might provide it have varied widely even this centu-

ry. Very generally there is a consensus in much of the current child development and education literature that

children need to feel loved, respected and listened to; that they are sociable and enjoy the company of other

children and adults besides their immediate family; and that through affection, through social intercourse,

and with a stimulating environment, they mature, learn and develop a remarkably wide range of skills and

competencies in the first five or six years. This learning and development assumes a basic level of physical

well-being.

We can therefore make informed guesses about what young children need. But our understanding is

relative and is coloured by our wider social perceptions and values. We recognise that in stating the needs of

children we are also making a statement about our own beliefs. We have therefore expressed those beliefs as

a statement about childrens’ rights.

We respect the right of the child:

• to a healthy life

• to spontaneous expression
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• to be esteemed as an individual

• to dignity and autonomy

• to self-confidence and zest in learning

• to a stable learning and caring environment

• to sociability, friendship, and cooperation with others

• to equal opportunities irrespective of race, gender and disability

• to cultural diversity

• to be part of a family and a community

What are some of the components of daily experience in services to young children which might lead

to these very broad ends?

We suggest that there are a number of indicators of quality which might enable us to measure whether

these values are being translated into practice. Some are easier to gauge than others. Those that are physical

or task-orientated will be easier to define quantitatively than those which stress relationships. Some may be

in apparent contradiction to one another; for example, supporting a cultural tradition which emphasises the

docility of girls. Services are often viewed as compensatory, for instance targeted at particular groups because

of poverty. The particular set of indicators used, and how they are developed, may vary according to whose

perspective is emphasized. In different kinds of circumstances it may be appropriate to focus on or elaborate

certain indicators rather than others. Therefore we present broad categories of standards or quality indica-

tors, but we present them as a series of open questions rather than as a prescriptive format.

Q UA L I T Y INDICATO R S

1 QUA L I T Y – AC C E S S I B I L I T Y AND USA B I L I TY

How easy is it for a child to gain access to a particular service? What kinds of admissions processes are

involved? What priorities are imposed? Who controls admissions? Are appeals possible against decisions

which have been made?

Does the parent have problems about affordability of the service, or transport from home to the serv-

ice? Is negotiation possible about hours attended, or about days attended? How flexible or rigid is the system

of provision?

2 QUA L I T Y – ENVIRO N M E N T

Are the surroundings inside and outside safe? Do they promote health and guard against obvious hazards and

dangers? Is there access for children or adults with disabilities?

Are the sur roundings attractive and well-designed? Do they offer varied opportunities for inside and

outside play, exercise and rest? Are the rooms light,airy and warm? Are they sufficiently spacious to allow free

movement but sufficiently cosy for quiet activities and relaxation? Are the kitchen facilities good? Are the

children well nourished and enabled and encouraged to enjoy and appreciate mealtimes?

3 QUA L I T Y – LEARNING AC T I V I T I E S

Is there a comprehensive range of activities for the children? Is the nursery or childcare setting well-equipped

with a range of furnishings and activities which promote learning? Are children encouraged to develop lin-

guistically and mathematically and to express themselves ar tistically or musically? Are they encouraged to

take an interest in the world around them? Are they helped to learn to use their bodies fully? (NB: This is an
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area of quality which has been substantially developed within education services. We attach notes in

Appendix 1 which discuss some of the concepts in more detail.)

4 QUA L I T Y – RELAT I O N S H I P S

Do staff have understanding and experience of child development? Do they interact with children with

warmth and kindness, consistency and constancy? Do individual members of staff develop relationships with

particular children and know and understand their personal histories? How do staff treat children who

behave irritably or irritatingly or who are withdrawn? Do staff respond to the demands, enquiries and

requests of children promptly and with respect? Do staff cope well with special events or emergencies?

Do the staff actively promote learning? Do they emphasise and develop cooperative play and support

relationships and friendships between children? Are brothers and sisters allowed to be companions? Are rela-

tionships between adults and children, and between children,stable?

5 QUA L I T Y – PA R E N TS’ VIEWS

Are there ways of measuring parents’ opinions or views about the childcare setting? Do parents feel welcome?

Do parents feel they have enough information about the progress of their child? Are parents able to give

information about the progress of their child? Are parents informed about the daily activities and routines

and the reasons for them? Can parents comment on or contribute to these activities and routines? Can par-

ents stay or join in mealtimes or some other activity of the nursery?

Do fathers as well as mothers feel welcome? Can other relatives besides mothers and fathers have access

to the childcare setting?

6 QUA L I T Y – THE CO M M U N I T Y

Is the nu rs ery or ch i l dc a re set ting part of its local com mu n i ty? Do any of the staff l ive loc a lly? Are the inter-

ests and pri ori ties of the local envi ron m ent ref l ected in daily activi ties? Do ch i l d ren visit local fac i l i ties? Do

l ocal people who are not parents and staff h ave an opportu n i ty to visit the nu rs ery or ch i l dc a re set ting? Are

t h ere other activi ties wh i ch go on in the place wh ere the ch i l d ren are being cared for and edu c a ted? Can the

ch i l d ren take part in com mu n i ty events or fe s tiva l s ?

7 QUA L I T Y – VA LUING DIVERSIT Y

How do staff and children deal with race, gender and disability? How sensitive and tolerant are staff and chil-

dren to individual differences? Is there a conscious attempt to understand and challenge stereotypes, and to

represent and allow for cultural and physical diversity in the materials and equipment which are used in daily

activities? Are extra resources and support available if necessary?

8 QUA L I T Y – ASSESSMENT OF CHILDREN AND OUTCOME MEASURES

Are children regularly observed? Is the progress and development of individual children monitored, record-

ed and discussed? Are the records available to parents? Are parents’ observations and comments used in the

assessment? Is specialist help available when necessary, either for specific medical or psychological problems

or for enabling the development of particular skills such as music or art or swimming?

9 QUA L I T Y – CO ST BENEFITS

How are the costs of the nursery or childcare setting calculated? Once capital costs are met, are calculations

made for rent, rates, insurance, heating and lighting? For janitation, domestic, administrative and mainte-

nance costs? For salaries of those looking after children? Do costs include adequate resources and replacement
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of consumable items? Is there regular cover for staff illness or staff training? Is staff recruitment included? Is

the food budget adequate for a balanced and varied diet? Are costs included for visits and t ravel of staff and

children? Who meets these costs? Do parents contribute? Are some staff unpaid because they are working as

volunteers? Who pays for specialist input? Are these costs examined in relation to satisfaction of users? To

absentee rates and turnover of staff? To turnover of children? To outcome measures for children?

10 QUA L I T Y - ETHOS

The ethos and regime of the nursery or childcare setting is the balance and sum of all these quality indica-

tors. The more positive and coherent the programme or organisation the more likely good quality will be

achieved.

Does the nursery or childcare setting have a statement of aims and objectives? Do all the staff agree with

and support these objectives? Are there clear strategies for putting these aims and objectives into practice?

Does the organisation, routine and programme of activities reflect the aims, objectives and strategies?

Are there factors which work against achieving these aims and objectives? Is the setting excessively hier-

archical? Do the staff working with the children enjoy their work, feel pleased and confident in it? Or do they

follow instructions they are given without fully understanding or discussing them?

How accountable is the nursery or childcare setting, and to whom? What are the criteria?

How the ethos of the nursery or childcare setting is developed and maintained is a question for the local

authority and the government. This question is addressed below in Paper Two.
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PAPER TWO

Q UA L I T Y ASSURANCE IN PRESCHOOL SERV I C E S : the role of the state and

the role of local government

In most countries there is a split of responsibility for different parts of the service:at national and local level;

between under threes and over threes; between health or social work, and education. Often these different

services have different aims and objectives,and different assumptions about the quality of the service which

they are operating. We have attempted to address some of the issues concerning quality of services in the first

paper. In this paper we address the issue of quality assurance – what needs to be done at a local and nation-

al level to ensure that services meet the quality indicators which are set.

The competencies of powers of local government are set by the state. In most European countries there

is a three tier system: the state, the region, and the city or commune. The powers and service provision of

these different tiers may overlap or be in conflict. Some regions may be semi-autonomous, with legislative

and revenue raising powers, and in opposition or unresponsive to enlightened government policies on pre-

school services. Alternatively, a region may develop its own pre-school policies in the face of government

inaction. For example, in Northern Italy, both regions and communes have achieved very high standards of

services, but since there is no firm government policy, regions and communes in the south of Italy for a vari-

ety of reasons, have relatively poor services. In other countries, such as France, there is a centralized system,

and access to services,at least for children over two, is at similar levels throughout the country, although new

legislation and powers of financing are being granted at commune level to support developments. In Britain

central government is restrictive, both in the policy directives which it has set which endorse the contribu-

tion of private sector, and in the controls it imposes on the revenue raising powers of local authorities.

Individual local authorities in Britain now have little discretion or incentive to develop services.

Even given such variation between services and across services, it is a fundamental assumption of this

paper that all children should have equal access to affordable pre-school provision which is of a consistent

quality.

If equality of access to quality services is a broad goal, how do local government and national govern-

ment contribute? Although we believe that these different levels of government have a major contribution to

make, it should be acknowledged that this view is not universally shared. Some believe that the governmen-

tal role should be minimal, leaving issues of supply and quality to ‘free market’ forces. This view has found

favour with the British Government in its response to the growing need for more childcare services as more

women enter the labour market.

The degree to which the private and voluntary sector is acknowledged in and covered by legislation

varies considerably. In Britain, in particular, there is now an emphasis on parental choice in the private sec-

tor, and regulation of that sector is defined in the recent Children Act. As in America, it is increasingly being

proposed that the only local authority contribution required is through insp ection of private and voluntary

facilities. In addition voluntary accreditation systems of qualification for staff working in private and volun-

tary provision are being developed using American models. Such accreditation aims to ensure a minimum

standard, but relies on voluntary participation of staff to become accredited. The accreditation systems

assume a low level of staff competence. However, the legislation in Britain is presently too weak for local

authorities to exert any sanctions if provision is substandard, whether or not staff are accredited.

Such a free market model assumes well-informed parents who are able to shop around and purchase a

‘best buy’. There have been a number of attempts using American models to provide ‘information and refer-
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ral systems’, that is a kind of childcare information shop where parents or employers can find out about the

services available in their locality. But even if parents are well informed,there are various constraints on their

attempts to play the market. Good provision may not be locally available; there may be problems of finance

or mobility.

We have therefore concluded that the free market model is a crude and dogmatic model for achieving

quality. It does not address present problems of fragmentation of standards or distribution of resources. It

assumes that more choice is necessarily better choice,however limited the options which are available. It pro-

vides only minimum standards for quality and provides no mediating means to help services which want to

improve or maintain quality. Even in Britain, where the idea of private provision has more currency than else-

where, there is a growing recognition that there needs to be a private/public partnership in infrastructure –

training, building design, and so on.

We have assumed that if it is a fundamental principle of pre-school services that all children should

have equal access to good quality childcare,then the role of local and national government is crucial,and the

free market cannot deliver. The government at the local and national level has an overview of the demand for

services, of the need to redistribute resources between richer and poorer areas, and therefore exercises a key

role in planning and in developing a coherent pattern of services to meet local circumstances, whether these

be primarily urban or primarily rural.

Leaving aside the free market model for pre-school services which has little support in Europe outside

Britain, one of the main issues to be addressed in achieving equality of access is the fragmentation of servic-

es.Spain, where the proposal is to transfer all responsibility for services to education at each level,is an excep-

tion to the generally fragmented pattern of services;so are Denmark and Sweden which have adopted an inte-

grated approach within a social welfare framework. In New Zealand all services have recently been transferred

to education, but the emphasis is on partnership with the private and voluntary sector. Strathclyde Region in

Scotland also has all services located within education. Generally the more integrated the system, the more

coherent the planning for under fives.

The Swedish and New Zealand models also stress the importance of both theoretical and practical

developments at local and national levels. In these countries, research and development are seen as integral

to the provision of services.

State responsibility does not necessarily imply direct state provision. The New Zealand model is of par-

ticular interest because it has chosen to subsidize private or voluntary provision, but in a very rigorous way.

The government agency agrees on a contract with a voluntary or private organisation. The requirements of

the contract are tightly specified,and the contract is for a two year period. The organisation must have signed

parental support for its proposals. If the organisation meets the necessary conditions, then the government

will guarantee substantial subsidy for the period of the contract. In those Member States where there is

already substantial voluntary sector provision this may be a useful model, although it is a model which is

highly dependent on the consistency of government policy.

There is therefore a range of views about the role of the government at local and national level in the

provision of pre-school services, which at one extreme denies all but minimal functions and responsibilities,

and at the other, assumes considerable responsibilities. This paper assumes that equality of access and quali-

ty of provision can only be satisfactorily provided where the government at local and national level does

assume a major responsibility in developing and maintaining services. The most successful and far-reaching

quality assurance occurs when the government supports, endorses and encourages local government initia-

tives. The role of government at local and national level is examined in this light.
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THE ROLE OF CENTRAL GOV E R N M E N T

1 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE – CO O R D I NATION AND CO H E R E N C E

The government sets the parameters for services to pre-fives. Typically responsibility for pre-school services

is carried by several government departments, for instance health, and education. Other government depart-

ments may also carry complementary responsibilities, for instance employment or environment or finance

(eg taxation and income maintenance).A coherent policy for pre-school services is one which achieves max-

imum coherence for all services for young children, which may affect them directly or indirectly, and ensures

redistribution of resources where appropriate.

Recommendation: The government should have a coherent approach to pre-school services.

2 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE - POLICY

The government sets the focus for services for young children. Public and published statements of intent

affirming the importance and direction of pre-school services enable democratic debate and discussion to

take place in political, professional and consumer forums. The debate would in turn lead to further elabora-

tions of policy, and inform legislative and fiscal decisions.

Recommendation: The government should have clear policy statements on its intentions in developing

and maintaining pre-school services.

3 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE - LEGISLAT I O N

The legislation needs to outline the competencies of local government in providing pre-school services; to

authorize expenditure plans for the development of services and set minimum requirements and targets at

national and local levels; to set standards for the private and voluntary sector with appropriate sanctions if

they are not met; to set targets and specify course requirements for training of pre-school staff; to authorize

a research and development programme.

Recommendation: The government should provide a legislative framework for pre-school services

which reflects the policy directives.

4 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE – EXPENDITURE AND RESOURC E S

Quality pre-school services require investment, particularly for services to children under three, where the

majority of providers are currently in the private and voluntary sector. The investment should be both capi-

tal and revenue investment in the direct provision of services, but also in the infrastructure of services; sup-

port services, training, research, and service development for target groups such as children with disabilities.

The investment should be also be redistributive; ensuring the development of services in low income areas,

and where there are currently few services.

Recommendation: The government should invest substantially in services.

5 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE – PLANNING AND MONITO R I N G

A wide range of information and statistics is necessary to develop coherent and integrated services at local

and national level. The data gathered should include such measures as demographic demand;attendance pat-

terns of different age groups; progress of target groups such as children with disabilities; development plans

from local authorities. This information also serves to monitor the effectiveness of policies. Research and

development projects would also serve to give insights to and monitor the effectiveness of policies.
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Sophisticated planning implies delegated personnel whose function is to coordinate the various strands of

information, to monitor and report or audit the quality o f the services.

Recommendation: The government should ensure adequate planning and monitoring of services.

6 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE - TRAINING

The government needs to plan for numbers of staff and make recommendations on the types of qualifying

and post-qualifying courses,in line with developments for an integrated service for children of 0-6.

Recommendation: The government should oversee training requirements for staff working in pre-

school services.

THE ROLE O F LO CAL GOV E R N M E N T

1 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE – CO O R D I NATION AND CO H E R E N C E

The problems of coordination and coherence across departments is further complicated at local levels by a

split of responsibility between region and commune, city or district level. Responsibilities need to be clearly

demarcated between these levels. The coherence and coordination of services should also take account of dif-

ferences between richer and poorer areas, and between urban and rural, and be sufficiently flexible to allow

for the different demands or requirements in different areas.

Recommendation: Services should be coordinated and coherent at local levels.

2 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE – POLICY

At a local level,the region or the commune has the job of drawing up statements of aims and objectives with-

in the framework laid down by national government, and developing processes for discussing, refining and

developing them within a variety of forums; professional, trade union, political and public. The policy state-

ments are living statements of intent; they set the scene for more detailed work on quality indicators, and

other service developments.

Recommendation: There should be clear statements of policy on the aims, objectives and levels of pre-

school services.

3 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE – DEVELOPMENT PLA N S

At a local level, the responsible authorities need to provide a coherent model of development, legislatively

agreed where appropriate by the region, with specified targets according to local priorities,and within agreed

time scales. In no Member State does supply match demand, and demands themselves are not constant.

Therefore the process  of drawing up and revising development plans is not a finite one. Nor is it a purely

professional one. The targets and the strategies for achieving them need to be discussed at a variety of levels;

with staff working with children; with parents; with professional organisations; with trade unions; and with

politicians. The development strategy might also include action research projects.

Recommendation: There should be development plans at local level which set targets and time scales.

4 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE – EXPENDITURE AND RESOURC E S

Local government needs to resource services and developments, to make sure that individual institutions,

whether in the state or private and voluntary sector, meet quality requirements for children. This may involve

direct resourcing for staffing, buildings, equipment, etc; or indirect resourcing through grants and subsidies;
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or helping to attract funds from business and outside agencies to sponsor developments.

Recommendation:  Local services should be adequately resources to maintain quality.

5 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE – PLANNING AND MONITO R I N G

Local government has a role to assess demand. It should also ensure that the quality of children’s experience

in pre-school services is maintained, whether in the private and voluntary or in the state sector. Basic moni-

toring data about demographic demand,attendance and absence rates of staff and children, etc.,is essential.

But there is a debate about how quality through monitoring might be assessed; which quality indicators are

promoted under what circumstances, whether to rely on the opinions of professionals or parents; whether to

use measures of child outcome particularly in the case of target groups of children; or whether to rely on the

basic quantitative planning data regularly obtained. The role of the local authority is to balance and if possi-

ble integrate and reconcile these different points of view.

Recommendation:  Local government should be responsible for planning and monitoring pre-school

services.

6 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE – ADVICE AND SUPPORT

If monitoring indicates bad practice,how can this be changed? Apart from the ultimate sanctions of dismissal

of staff, and/or closure of the premises, changes have to be brought about by support, advice and training.

However, the function of such support and advice is also to enhance, encourage and promote the good prac-

tice which has been identified, to develop and discuss new ways of working. These support and advisory serv-

ices could also be offered to the private and voluntary sector. A range of support services and a substantial

programme of in-service training developed with the active participation of staff and parents is an essential

background to maintaining high quality services, and managing change.

Recommendation: Local government should have a support and advisory role in maintaining and pro-

moting quality services.

7 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE – STA F F I N G

The staff represent the single most important factor in establishing quality services. Staff who enjoy and feel

confidence in their work, who are warm and caring towards children, and who provide a stimulating envi-

ronment for them, ensure quality. Therefore the pay and conditions of service, the ratios of staff to children,

the recruitment, selection, induction, support, supervision and promotion of staff are key areas for main-

taining standards.

Within the private and voluntary sector these staffing issues are typically dealt with at a service level,

within the nursery or childcare setting. Within public se rvices they are frequently dealt with at an adminis-

trative level outside the nursery or childcare setting. In both cases there needs to be a balance,a mechanism

for ensuring those working in or using the nursery or service,as well as administrators, combine perspectives

in dealing with staffing issues.(NB: These issues are being addressed in a separate EC seminar.)

Recommendation: Local government should take a key role in staffing services.

8 QUA L I T Y ASSURANCE – RESEARCH AND DEVELO P M E N T

At a local level, the detail of quality indicators, and monitoring and evaluation systems, needs to be devel-

oped. In addition, it may be useful to focus on the development of particular aspects of the service,through

liaison with local research institutions. Research is traditionally a rigorous examination of specific contexts

or events. It can also be seen in a broader context, of encouraging and supporting staff and parents to sys-
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tematically explore aspects of practice in their own nurseries or childcare settings which are problematic or

warrant further development; for example bilingualism; or the use of the art of puppetry as a means of

expression.

Recommendation: Local government should have a research and development role.

S U M M A RY

The functions of government at national and local level are closely connected and complementary in main-

taining high quality services for pre-school children. These functions have been listed with recommenda-

tions.

The extent to which the European Commission should endorse and carry forward the discussion about

quality indicators, and the recommendations about action at local and national government levels are dealt

with in the last session of the seminar.
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